The ␥ rays following the 72s 150 Ho 2 Ϫ Gamow-Teller ␤ decay have been investigated with the CLUSTER CUBE setup, an array of six EUROBALL CLUSTER Ge detectors in close cubic geometry, providing a ␥ ray detection sensitivity of 2ϫ10
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of ␤ decay provide an important element in our understanding of nuclear structure. The process itself is relatively simple since the operator, which is responsible for the decay in most of the cases ͑Gamow-Teller decays͒, allows both the nuclear spin and isospin to change by only one unit. The same operator governs the closely related, chargeexchange reactions. Here, however, there are serious experimental difficulties, both in terms of the interpretation of the background in the ejectile spectra and the absolute normalization. Such studies have also been limited up to now to reactions with stable beams and stable targets. ␤-decay studies, on the other hand, are relatively free of background uncertainties. Moreover, in principle, they allow the study of more than 6000 species in the Chart of the Nuclides. At the same time they also have a fundamental, inherent limitation, namely, the limited Q ␤ window accessible in the decay. This limitation must be kept in mind if we want to compare the experimental ␤-decay probability with theoretical estimates, since the agreement may be highly sensitive to the accuracy of the calculations inside the energy window. This is a very delicate problem in general.
The present work describes one of the several experiments in which we attempt to understand the Gamow-Teller ͑GT͒ ␤-decays in heavy spherical nuclei. The results presented here concern nuclei in the rare-earth region. They have been reported briefly in conferences ͓1,2͔. Results for nuclei near 100 Sn using similar high-sensitivity techniques have also been presented previously ͓3,4͔.
It is worth noting here that the experimental determination of the ␤ decay probability is difficult and can only be achieved satisfactorily with the use of a total absorption spectrometer ͓5͔. Measurements of this kind were also part of our experimental program; the results will be presented in a separate paper ͓6͔. The total absorption method cannot, however, provide detailed information about the fine structure of the ␤ intensity distribution as a function of energy. This is partly because of the intrinsically low-energy resolution of the scintillation detector, which is at the core of a total absorption spectrometer, and partly because of the uncertainties in the deconvolution of the spectra.
The alternative is to use a set of high efficiency, composite Ge detectors placed in close geometry around the radioactive source to measure the ␥'s emitted following the ␤ decay. Measurements of this kind provide the central theme of the present study. They exploit the spectacular improvement in efficiency of composite Ge detectors, which has been achieved in the last decade. This development was motivated originally by in-beam ␥-ray studies of fast rotating nuclei, but so far it has seldom been exploited to study ␤ decay. In this method, the ␤ decay feeding ͑related to the ␤ decay probability͒ is determined from the balance between the ␥'s feeding and deexciting the levels in the daugther nucleus. Thus each level is examined individually. In some cases, as happens here, information about the spins and parities of the levels can be extracted. The fraction of the ␤ feeding remaining unobserved in this kind of experiment is an important piece of information, which can be obtained rarely. In this particular case it is possible because we can compare the present results with the total absorption data. This comparison is presented in the discussion below. These two experimental approaches to determining the ␤-strength distribution should ideally converge to the same solution. The comparison made here of the state of the art for the two methods should tell us how well we have succeeded so far.
II. THE 150 Ho 2 À CASE
It is of particular interest to study ␤ decays where the GT strength is expected to lie within the Q ␤ window. In heavy nuclei, this does not happen very often. Above the particle stable NϳZ nuclei these cases are essentially limited to the nuclei where the GT decay involving the h 11/2 →h 9/2 or the g 9/2 →h 7/2 transitions can occur inside the window. In both cases the spin-orbit splitting and the Coulomb repulsion shift the single-particle energy of the two orbitals in such a way that there are cases where the proton high j orbit is being filled while the neutron low j orbital is empty and not far away from the Fermi surface.
Amongst these cases the decay of the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ isomer is an ideal candidate for the study of the GT resonance and its fine structure because the strength is expected to lie at high excitation energy but still inside the Q ␤ window. The parent 150 Ho is a nucleus with four particles above the 146 Gd core and has an isomeric state with I ϭ2 Ϫ ͑it is not clear whether it is an isomer or the ground state, but this is experimentally not clarified and irrelevant to the present discussion͒. Considering the single-particle proton orbitals between Zϭ64 and 82 ͑Fig. 1͒, and the fact that the f 7/2 orbit is considerably lower in energy than the other single-particle neutron orbitals in the 82-126 shell, the most probable configuration for the 2 Ϫ state is (d 3/2 f 7/2 ) 2 Ϫ( 2 ) 0 ϩ. Consequently this will be considered as the main 2 Ϫ parent state configuration. The ␤ decay of the unpaired proton is forbidden, consequently the decay will proceed through the breakup of the 0 ϩ pair. However, this disintegration will only occur when the two protons are in the h 11/2 orbital and the decay will populate states of four-particle character of the configuration ͓(d 3/2 f 7/2 ) 2 Ϫ( h 11/2 h 9/2 ) 1 ϩ͔ 1 Ϫ ,2 Ϫ ,3 Ϫ . In this case the first part of the wave function remains unaltered with respect to the parent state and the 0 ϩ proton pair changes. A crude approximation to the excitation energy of these states is twice the pairing gap for protons plus twice the pairing gap for neutrons in the even-even daughter nucleus 150 Dy plus the neutron h 9/2 single-particle energy, i.e., at Ϸ5 MeV excitation energy. This decay is very similar to the decay of 148 Dy, which is simpler because 148 Dy has the 0 ϩ proton pair above the 146 Gd core. The present case should be much the same and should have a comparable log 10 f t ͓i.e., 3.95͑3͒ ͓7͔͔, except for the blocking effect caused by the presence of the d 3/2 particle in the parent state, which should modify the probability of the h 11/2 pair in 150 Ho with respect to the 148 Dy case. Summarizing, in the ␤ decay of the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ state we expect to populate levels at Ϸ5 MeV in 150 Dy with a total log 10 f t value near 3.9.
III. EXPERIMENTS
From the point of view of the experiment, 150 Ho 83 2 Ϫ is a favorable case. On one hand, it is an odd-odd nucleus and consequently has a Q ␤ value (ϳ7 MeV) higher than 150 Er 82 (ϳ5 MeV) or 150 Dy 84 (ϳ3 MeV), the two main isobaric contaminants. The other possible nucleus produced, 150 Tm 81 , was observed with only 0.3% intensity of the total 150 Ho 2 Ϫ production. On the other hand, the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ parent can be produced in a very clean way using the 0 ϩ (GT) →1 ϩ (E1)→2 Ϫ decay sequence ͑see Fig. 2͒ . In other words, our aim is to produce 150 Er directly by a 96 Ru( 58 Ni,4p) reaction, and the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ isomer, the object of our study, only as a ␤-decay product. This method avoids the complications associated with the direct production of 150 Ho in the nuclear reaction which will inevitably produce the 9 ϩ ␤ isomer in the same nucleus as well. The direct population of the 9 ϩ isomer was not completely avoided in our experiment because of other Ru isotopes present in the 96.52% enriched 96 Ru target. As a result, the corresponding decay lines were clearly visible in the spectra and were taken into account in the analysis. The
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Er activity was produced in the 4p exit channel of the fusion-evaporation reaction induced by a 58 Ni beam, accelerated in the GSI-Unilac up to 5.3 MeV/u, impinging on a 2-mg cm FIG. 1. Schematic view of the single-particle orbitals available in the Gd region. The proposed configuration of the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ isomer is shown with dots indicating the relevant orbitals. The rounded box is intended to remind the reader that the pair of protons coupled to 0 ϩ can scatter between the orbitals s 1/2 , h 11/2 , and d 3/2 due to pairing.
separator. The mass-separated activity was deposited on a tape transport system with a differential pumping system which allowed it to pass from the mass-separator vacuum to atmospheric pressure. The samples were collected for 120 s and transported to the measuring site, about 2 m away, where they remained for 120 s while the next sample was collected. The cycle was optimized to measure the 150 
Ho 2
Ϫ decay with its 72-s half-life. The intensity of the 150 Er beam was of the order of 2000 atoms/s with a fresh thermal ion source, which typically decreased to half the intensity after 4 h of 58 Ni irradiation, and was therefore changed every 12 h.
The mass-150 samples were placed in the middle of the ''CLUSTER CUBE'' detector setup consisting of six EU-ROBALL CLUSTER detectors ͓8͔ in compact geometry ͑Fig. 3͒. The distance from the sample position to the central crystal of the CLUSTER detectors was 10.2 cm for four CLUSTER detectors in a symmetric ring and 11.3 cm for the other two. The different distances were caused by geometrical constraints on the setup.
A particular problem in this kind of experiment, in contrast with typical in-beam experiments with heavy ions and Ge arrays, is the expected low multiplicity of the ␥ cascades in ␤ decay, which prevents triggering with high fold events. Moreover, we were specifically interested in measuring singles, which for the 42 detectors was only possible in list mode. Consequently the rate of events to be written on tape was in some cases too high and the acquisition dead time significant.
In order to overcome this difficulty we used a trigger where the rate of single-hit events could be reduced by a given factor, if necessary. In the present experiment, however, this possibility was not used. In other words all kinds of events, including single hits, were written on tape without any reduction. The 150 Ho 2 Ϫ decay trigger rate was typically 8 kHz and the acquisition system had a dead time of ϳ70 s. We recorded 6.5ϫ10 8 events in total and 4.0 ϫ10 8 ␥-␥ coincidences within a measuring time of 31 h. In parallel with the complex coincidence and total-singles electronics, we took direct spectra for two central and two peripheral capsules of the CLUSTER detectors. This allowed us to control the status of the ion source and to determine absolute efficiencies without dead-time ambiguities.
Efficiencies and energies were calibrated carefully. O were used. To obtain the energies of transitions corresponding to the mass-150 activity we used the direct histograms measured with Silena H7421 analog-to-digital converters ͑ADCs͒ because they were more linear than those used in the list-mode data acquisition system. The calibration provided accurate energies from 475 to 6128 keV with less than 0.25-keV deviation.
The energies obtained in this way were used to calibrate internally the full statistics singles spectrum. The latter was created by adding the spectra from all 42 capsules and all of the runs. To do this without losing resolution and maintaining an accurate energy calibration over the full-energy range was difficult because of the strong nonlinearities of the ADCs and the small shifts in gain occurring during a measurement time of several days. To tackle this problem we first corrected the nonlinearities for each detector using several calibration sources and three energy ranges for each detector and then used several internal calibration lines to match the 42 detectors and correct for small shifts during the experiment. The energy resolution obtained in this way was 3.2 keV at 1.332 MeV, 5.4 keV at the resonance energy ͑4.4 MeV͒ ͑see Fig. 4͒ , and 6.8 keV at 7.6 MeV ͑the 7631.7 and 7645.5-keV doublet in 57 Fe, a contaminant in our spectra coming from n capture, was clearly resolved͒. The estimated uncertainty in ␥-energy determination over the range 0.1-7.65 MeV is below 0.5 keV.
In order to establish the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ decay scheme we constructed two different matrices. A ␥-␥ coincidence matrix between the 42 individual Ge capsules and an add-backadd-back matrix where we add the events occurring simultaneously in two or three neighboring crystals of a CLUSTER detector. The add-back factor for ␥'s of 4 MeV was 1.7 and the background reduction factor at low energies ͑200 keV͒ was 3. Both matrices presented advantages and disadvantages. The add-back matrix had better efficiency at high energies and lower background at low energies, but the summing effect was relatively strong due to the large solid angle. It also had slightly worse energy resolution. The single capsule matrix was very sensitive to single-escape and doubleescape peaks. Most of these effects could be clearly identified by comparison of the two matrices.
The results are given in the form of a compact Ϫ isomer, in the region of the resonance. In the topmost panel the ␤ feeding obtained with the total absorption spectrometer ͑TAS͒ ͓2,6͔ is presented for comparison. The other panels show CLUSTER CUBE data. In the second panel, the singles spectrum is presented. The position of the resonance is clearly seen in the gated spectra ͑see 803-, 653-, 2337-keV gates͒. It is even seen in the weaker 2337-keV gate which represents 1% of the intensity of the total decay ͑note that the region shown in the spectra are shifted accordingly to the energy of the gate͒. 150 Dy with their corresponding decay pattern. The first column shows the energy of the levels in keV with their estimated uncertainty ͑see text͒. E ␥ and I ␥ represent the energy ͑in keV͒ and intensity of ␥ transitions deexiting the levels. The intensities are quoted relative to the 803.7-keV transition ͑equivalent to 12 514 parent decay͒. Ho 2 Ϫ ␤ decays͒. The purpose of the simplified picture is to give an impression of the strongest lines in the decay and their location in the level scheme. The complete level scheme is documented in Table I .
In total we have observed 1064 ␥ lines and 295 levels in 150 Dy. Due to the complexity of the level scheme the intensity of most of the lines is determined from a combination of the analysis of gated spectra and singles. The observed, very strong ␤ feeding to a narrow interval near 4.4 MeV is in accord with our first-order expectation and with the observation using the total absorption technique ͓5͔. The decay pattern of the levels is quite complex. See, for instance, the level at 4421-keV excitation, one of the most strongly populated states, which decays by 34 observed ␥ decay branches.
Due to the large number of observed ␥ transitions, the assumption of GT character of the ␤ decay (⌬ϭ0,⌬J ϭ0,Ϯ1), and the transitions observed to low-lying levels of known J ͓10͔, it was possible to assign spins and parities unambiguously to many of the 150 Dy levels at high excitation energy. Also used in the following discussion are the levels at 2187-keV excitation assigned 5 Ϫ and the level at 2051 keV assigned 4
Ϫ . The assignments of J to these levels were based on the similarity in the ␥ decay to the 148 Gd case. However, the J was further confirmed by many possible cross-checks from other linking transitions. These results are summarized in Table II , where the direct ␤ feeding to each level is also quoted ͓for the calculation of the log 10 f t in Table II ϭ72(4) s ͓10͔ values were used͔. The criteria for assigning spins and parities to the levels were the following. First of all the data define an energy interval in which only direct ␤ ϩ /EC feeding, but no ␥ feeding, from higher-lying states was observed. The definition of the direct ␤-feeding interval is important for the correct application of the GT selection rules for allowed decay. This energy range is located between 3.6 and 5.9 MeV excitation energy, but conservatively we have considered it to be between 3.8 and 5.9 MeV. Its position was also supported by comparison with the total absorption spectrometer ͑TAS͒ results ͑see Fig. 7͒ ͓2,5͔ . Once this interval is defined we had two sets of criteria for the assignment of spin parity to the levels in the interval which we call strong and weak arguments. The first strong argument corresponds to the assignment of 1 Ϫ to a level which decays ͑mainly͒ to the 150 Dy 0 ϩ ground state. The second strong argument corresponds to the assignment of 3 Ϫ to a level which decays to the 4 ϩ state ͑1457 keV͒ or ͑and͒ to the 5 Ϫ state ͑2186 keV͒. Contrary to the 1 Ϫ and 3 Ϫ cases the 2 Ϫ assignment is less straightforward. Weak assignment arguments are given as follows.
͑a͒ If the level does not decay to the ground state, it is unlikely that it is a 1 Ϫ state, thus other possibilities were considered.
͑b͒ If the dominant deexcitation transition goes to the 2 ϩ state, the level is probably neither 1 Ϫ nor 3 Ϫ , but the 3 Ϫ is not completely excluded. These levels were assigned (2,3) Ϫ if they decay mainly to 2 ϩ states and (3,2) Ϫ if they decay to 2 ϩ states but this is not the main decay mode.
͑c͒ If the dominant or a very strong transition populates the 4 Ϫ state ͑2051 keV͒, then the level was assigned 3 Ϫ . The validity of these criteria is generally supported by the results of our shell-model calculation ͑the following section͒ and by the absence of inconsistencies in the connecting transitions to other levels with assigned spin parity. For levels below 3.8 MeV, the GT selection rules cannot be strictly applied. Their spin-parity assignment was based on ␥ transitions connecting them to levels of known or newly assigned spin parity. In our discussion of the structure below, we will not consider these levels at lower excitation energy but only the higher excitation states related to the resonance. We plan to report on a more detailed discussion of the techniques consistently reveal the existence of an intense resonance at 4.4 MeV excitation energy.
IV. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION
In order to investigate the excitation energies of the 1 Ϫ , 2 Ϫ , and 3 Ϫ states of the h 11/2 d 3/2 h 9/2 f 7/2 four-particle configuration in the daughter nucleus a shell-model calculation based on experimental two-body interaction energies was carried out.
The calculation was performed in a restricted configuration space, with two protons in the s 1/2 , d 3/2 , and h 11/2 and two neutrons in the f 7/2 and h 9/2 orbitals. In general only diagonal elements for the six, two-body interactions needed for the four-particle configuration were used. One important feature in this calculation is that all effective, two-body interactions were extracted from the observed excitation energies of the two-body multiplet members in the respective two-nucleon nuclei 148 Dy, 148 Tb, and 148 Gd ͓͑12-15͔ and references therein͒, except for the d 3/2 h 9/2 quartet ͓16͔, which so far has not been identified in 148 Tb. All input data are compiled in Table III and explained in the Appendix, except for d 3/2 h 9/2 , which is estimated theoretically ͓16͔. A special treatment was given to the six matrix elements corresponding to the h 11/2 2 , d 3/2 2 , and s 1/2 2 configurations coupled to 0 ϩ . In this case diagonal and nondiagonal elements were considered. This was needed for a proper treatment of pairing. The matrix elements were taken to be proportional to ͓(2J 1 ϩ1)(2J 2 ϩ1)͔ 1/2 (Ϫ1) l 1 ϩl 2 ϩ1 (J 1,2 ϭ11/2,3/2,1/2; l 1,2 ϭ5,2,0). The overall strength was fixed to reproduce the known 1678 keV, 0 ϩ to 2 ϩ relative energy in 148 Dy. These elements are also given in Table III and ͗d 3/2 h 9/2 ͉V͉d 3/2 h 9/2 ͘ 3 Ϫ Ϫ200 ͗h 11/2 f 7/2 ͉V͉h 11/2 f 7/2 ͘ 8 ϩ
Ϫ166
͗d 3/2 h 9/2 ͉V͉d 3/2 h 9/2 ͘ 4 Ϫ Ϫ100 ͗h 11/2 f 7/2 ͉V͉h 11/2 f 7/2 ͘ 9 ϩ Ϫ482 ͗d 3/2 h 9/2 ͉V͉d 3/2 h 9/2 ͘ 5 Ϫ 0 ͗d 3/2 h 9/2 ͉V͉d 3/2 h 9/2 ͘ 6 Ϫ Ϫ300 ͗s 1/2 2 ͉V͉s 1/2
overall term of 5362 keV to the absolute energies obtained in the diagonalization. This term takes into account the ground state masses of the nuclei involved and it is explained in the Appendix. The
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Dy ground state energy obtained in this way was 13 keV, far more accurate than the Ϯ134-keV error of the calculation originating from the experimental errors of the masses of the seven nuclei contributing to the configuration.
The h 11/2 h 9/2 d 3/2 f 7/2 configuration populated in the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ GT decay has altogether 280 levels with spins from 0 Ϫ to 15 Ϫ between 4.3-and 6.7-MeV excitation, among them 12 states with J ϭ1 Ϫ , 19 with 2 Ϫ , and 25 with 3 Ϫ that can be populated in the Ho 2 Ϫ decay. Here, an interesting result is that the lowest-lying states of these spin values are the three lowest levels of the entire configuration. This result is a consequence of the dominant component in these levels of the (h 11/2 h 9/2 ) 1 ϩ two-body coupling with the large residual attraction of Ϫ1.349 MeV ͑Table III͒. Theoretically, the same component is exclusively fed in (h 11/2 2 ) 0 ϩ→ (h 11/2 h 9/2 ) 1 ϩ GT-decay of 150 Ho, and thus the dominant fraction of this ␤ decay will proceed to these three lowest-lying levels, which are predicted in the calculation at 4.316, 4.453, and 4.474 MeV for spin 1 Ϫ , 3 Ϫ , and 2 Ϫ and should receive Ͼ99%, Ͼ99%, and 92% of the decay strength, respectively. This latter theoretical result is in conflict with that of the experiment, where for each spin several states are strongly fed, and around 170 levels are identified in the 3.8 -5.9-MeV interval including the resonance. But the anticipated high level-density near 4.4 MeV excitation in 150 Dy for J ϭ1 Ϫ , 2 Ϫ , and 3 Ϫ will give rise to complex, nonspecific mixing with the respective GT states. The configuration mixing, however, will preserve the original centroid energy of the strength. We therefore list in Table IV the strengthweighted, average energies for each spin. We should note here that the centroids are mainly determined by four to six strongly fed levels for each spin. Their agreement with our parameter-free, theoretical prediction is excellent ͑within 75 keV͒, and it strongly supports the GT character of the observed resonance.
For detailed calculations of the decay strength we need the composition of the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ parent state. We obtained it from a similar four-nucleon calculation using the pertinent input data from Table IV , where now the number of particles n is equal to 1.52. The large discrepancy with the experimental result of 0.241g A 2 /4, also given in Table IV , is well known from other studies, and is often referred to as the Gamow-Teller quenching. For example, a quite closely related neighboring case is the 148 Dy GT decay ͓7͔, representing the similar decay of two paired h 11/2 protons. Here, the theoretical strength is 2.4g A 2 /4, again taking into account the h 11/2 pair occupancy, ϳ2/3 in this case, compared to the experimental result of 0.44(3) g A 2 /4. However, we know that the present experiment is not the ideal one for evaluating the full B GT strength inside the window ͑see Sec. V͒.
A second theoretical prediction is the spin distribution of the GT strength. The shell-model ͑SM͒ analysis explicitly calculates these quantities and gives SM B GT Table III , but there in units of g A 2 /4. This result confirms our J assignments to the levels as well as our interpretation of the resonance.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As stated in the Introduction a comparison of a highsensitivity ␥ ray study of ␤-decay using state-of-artdetectors, such as that presented here, with results obtained using the TAS technique can provide essential information on the advantages and limitations of both methods. The results of the TAS measurements will be given in a forthcoming publication ͓6͔. Here we will only compare some general results obtained with both techniques. The high-resolution technique fails to reveal ␤ feeding to levels at excitation energy higher than 5.9 MeV. This failure has drastic consequences in the determination of the full ␤ strength. Missing feeding to levels at high excitation energy has the consequence that apparent feeding is attributed to levels at low excitation energy, and the ␤-feeding distribution is correspondingly distorted over the whole energy range. The difference is clearer in terms of numbers: the total B GT obtained from the present CLUSTER CUBE measurement is 0.267 (log 10 ftϭ4.16) and the B GT obtained from the TAS experiment in the same range of energy ͑0-5.9 MeV͒ is 0.455 (log 10 ftϭ3.93), which represents 70% more B GT . In total the TAS results give 116% more B GT ͓5͔.
The reasons for the experimental limitations of the highresolution technique are well understood: ͑a͒ low photopeak efficiency of Ge detectors ͑valid even for state-of-the-art detectors͒ for ␥ rays of high energy, ͑b͒ fragmentation of the ␤ strength ͑or ␤ feeding͒ at high excitation energy caused by the increasing level density, and ͑c͒ fragmentation of the deexcitation of the levels through many different cascades. Due to these effects many weak cascades that deexcite a level at high excitation energy can remain undetected, leading to systematic errors in the determination of the strength. The magnitude of the problem, known as the Pandemonium effect ͓17͔, can be reduced with the use of more efficient detectors, as we have done here, but presently cannot be completely avoided if high-resolution techniques are used. For example, prior to our work, only five levels and 4 ␥ rays were known from the decay of the 150 Ho 2 Ϫ isomer ͓18͔. These numbers should be compared with the 295 levels and 1064 ␥ rays observed in this work. Thus, better detectors give better results, but the problem still remains, and what is even worse, the magnitude of the problem depends on each particular case.
The solution to this problem is the use of the total absorption technique which, with proper techniques of analysis ͓5,6͔, can give reliable results for the ␤ strength. The main disadvantage of the TAS technique is the lack of detailed spectroscopic information that can be gained using highresolution techniques ͑spins, parities, number of levels͒. Consider, for example, that a very important result of the present experiment is the fact that underneath a clear resonance revealed in total absorption experiments we observed a large number of levels still well separated experimentally. Unique to the present case is the fact that the spin-parity assignments to many of the levels can be made based only on the GT selection rules and the electromagnetic properties of the decay of the levels. It is also remarkable that we can interpret the global properties of these levels in terms of a simple and parameter free shell-model calculation. The excitation energies of the strength-weighted centroids of all levels in the 3.5-5.9 MeV energy interval with spins 1 Ϫ , 2 Ϫ , and 3 Ϫ are well predicted by the shell-model calculation. Equally well reproduced is the relative distribution of the strength allocated to each particular spin. A clear difference between experiment and theory is observed regarding the number of levels detected, four times more than that calculated as well as the distribution of the strength among states of the same spin parity. In the experiment most of the strength is concentrated in a few levels of each spin, while in theory most of the strength is concentrated in one level of each spin. This is, however, to be expected since the shellmodel calculation is restricted to a particular configuration ͑the one relevant to GT decay͒, while many other configurations giving the same J might exist at this high excitation energy. The spreading of the strength is then due to small and probably unspecified admixtures among all these levels.
